
TRANSCRIPT: 

Benefits of proactive 
network maintenance 
An OVERVIEW with craig corbin  

 [intro music] 

>>CRAIG: When it comes to finding and resolving outside plant issues, are you facing information 

gaps and having to rely on your own best guesswork? 

>>CRAIG: Finding impairments in your plant is a never-ending task. It’s always required a step-by-

step discovery process using SNMP-based diagnostic software, spectrum meters, and other 

expensive test equipment. 

>>CRAIG: From a distance, it appears easy. 

>>CRAIG: In reality though, there are so many things we need to know. 

>>CRAIG: Is it a single modem, or is it affecting multiple subscribers? Just one thing wrong or 

many? 

>>CRAIG: Is at the home, in the drop, or further out in the plant, and just exactly what is causing the 

problem? 

>>CRAIG: Micro-reflections, group delay? It’s a lot to think about and can be extremely frustrating 

especially if you’ve rolled a truck four days in a row, and your techs are out digging and searching 

and testing and coming up empty. 

>>CRAIG: There’s got to be a better way, right? 

>>CRAIG: Well, there is.  

>>CRAIG: You can prevent network failures and keep your plant humming along with a DOCSIS-



based Proactive Network Maintenance, or PNM solution.  

>>CRAIG: Routine network maintenance can be done in advance so that your critical plant 

infrastructure is always in tip top shape without any disruption to your subscribers. 

>>CRAIG: The Challenge: Let’s say, somewhere out in your plant underground in a length of cable 

about a 1000 feet long there’s a tiny crack developing. 

>>CRAIG: Right now it’s silent and not creating an issue. No one’s called in to complain because 

it’s not bad enough to create a service issue yet.  

>>CRAIG: Over time, the crack expands, moisture gets in and micro-reflections begin creating 

issues for subscribers served off that stretch of cable.  

>>CRAIG: At first it’s intermittent due to fluctuating levels of moisture and soil temperature. 

>>CRAIG: Then, one day a customer calls in to complain about the quality of their phone service.  

>>CRAIG: You roll a truck to check things out at the home; the technician doesn’t find anything 

wrong, but still they replace some cable and connectors anyway 

>>CRAIG: A week or two later, that very same customers calls back in at the same time you begin 

getting calls from residents of that same neighborhood. 

>>CRAIG: Based on all those calls, you send a tech out to check a nearby tap, but there’s no 

problem. 

>>CRAIG: Still, he replaces it just to be sure. 

>>CRAIG: Still, no improvement. 

>>CRAIG: It’s taking a while to piece this puzzle together. 

>>CRAIG: In the meantime, that phone is ringing off the hook with angry customers wondering why 

their service has gotten so bad. 

>>CRAIG: Finally, based on all those calls, you narrow it down to that one strain of cable.  

>>CRAIG: Time to break out the shovels. 

>>CRAIG: You know, it’s not your fault.  

>>CRAIG: This reactive break-fix scenario has long been standard operating procedure for cable 

providers.  

>>CRAIG: The standard diagnostic products and equipment in your network just don’t see the 



problems until after your customers are affected, and you typically don’t find out about it until after 

they call in your office to complain. 

>>CRAIG: The solution? A great tool can make all the difference. 

>>CRAIG: This is where PNM comes in, and that’s why you need PreEqualization Analyzer.  

>>CRAIG: Rather than attempting to hunt down the problem while your customers are affected, you 

would see that micro-reflection in advance and even isolate it to 50 feet or less well before any 

customers are impacted.  

>>CRAIG: You could then schedule someone to go out and repair the issue as part of your routine 

network maintenance when there’s no pressure.  

>>CRAIG: You get it fixed; they don’t know about it; you avoid a future outage and maintained not 

only your plant but just as importantly, the goodwill of your subscribers.  

>>CRAIG: By combining preventative network maintenance and monitoring, you ensure the 

reliability and stability your plant.  

>>CRRAIG: PreEqualization Analyzer is so effective, you’ll see almost immediate results as you 

reduce outages and improve operational efficiency. 

>>CRAIG: The end result? Significant savings for you and happier customers too  

[outro music]    

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


